This depiction of measures and data shown on this map are intended to be used as an aid in discussing Mid-term Needs. This depiction of measures and data do not represent Mid-Term Needs. They are one of several inputs used in the determination of Needs and are not the sole determinant.
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Congestion Measure for Interstates and Select Limited Access Facilities: WinFred Area
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Unreliable Delay (UD) - Number of person-hours of delay during Unreliable Conditions: WinFred Area
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The depiction of measures and data shown on this map is intended to be used as an aid in discussing Mid-term Needs. This depiction of measures and data does not represent Mid-Term Needs. They are two of several inputs used in the determination of Needs and are not the sole determinants.
Reliability Measure for Non-Limited-Access COSS and Regional Network: WinFred Area
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The depiction of measures and data shown on this map is intended to be used as an aid in discussing Mid-term Needs. This depiction of measures and data does not represent Mid-Term Needs. They are two of several inputs used in the determination of Needs and are not the sole determinants.
Amtrak On Time Rail Performance Averages 2018
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Average on-time performance has declined since FY 2013 by 7 percentage points to 89%.
The 15-year average on-time performance for VRE is also 89%.
FY 2018 on-time performance exceeds the average in nine of the past 15 years.
VRE’s on-time performance goal is 90%.
(Source: VRE on time performance “key metrics” for February 2018)
Accessibility to Activity Centers: Regional Workshop - WinFred Area
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Disadvantaged Population beyond ¼ mile Access to Transit Service: Regional Workshop - WinFred Area
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Disadvantaged Population beyond ¼ mile Access to Transit Service: Regional Workshop - WinFred Area
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